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TIED PUBS (SCOTLAND) BILL AT STAGE 2 
 
HAWTHORN LEISURE  

In summary, given the passage of the principles of the Tied Pubs Bill at Stage 1, we 
believe that the legislation would be most workable and effective if it mirrored the 
provisions of the Voluntary Code. Thus, our over-arching recommendation would be 
to enshrine the Voluntary Code into Law. We at Hawthorn already ascribe to the 
Voluntary Code thus ensuring our tied tenants are protected by its provisions. 

If this is not the approach taken and the future of the Tied Pubs model is to be 
protected, then there needs to be wholesale changes to the Legislation as currently 
drafted. The key MRO provisions and guest beer provisions are unworkable and will 
ensure that this low-cost entry model vanishes from the Scottish pub landscape at a 
time when the sector faces unprecedented risk of failures in the wake of the COVID 
19 pandemic, threatening the livelihood of many hard-working tenants in the Tied 
pub sector.  

Turning to your specific questions: 

Lengthening implementation and review timescales for the Scottish Pubs 
Code; the Minister deemed this “essential so that the process of implementing 
a code is transparent, fair and properly consulted on, particularly in the 
context of the Scottish Government and industry still dealing with COVID-19”.  

We agree with the Minister in that the timeframe proposed by the Bill of “no later than 
one year after the Bill comes into force” is simply too short and is unworkable.  The 
COVID-19 pandemic has and continues to place a massive strain on our tenants and 
the entire pub and hospitality sector, along with impacting wider society in general.  
We currently have no firm understanding when we can reopen our pubs in Scotland 
and upon reopening our focus must be on supporting our tenants financially and 
pastorally whilst consumer confidence rebuilds. We expect the recovery to take a 
minimum of two to three years once the pandemic ends and therefore any 
implementation of the Scottish Pubs Code should be deferred until sector stability 
returns.  Due to unprecedented challenges and economic dislocation, the Bill should 
be amended to give the Scottish Government the ability to introduce a code of 
practice, but not compel it to do so within an arbitrary time period.  

The removal of elements of retrospection; “so that past tenants cannot raise 
cases long after they have left the sector”.  

Again, we agree with the Minister that any elements of retrospection contained within 
the Bill are unworkable and should be removed. 

Measures to ensure that levies on pub companies are proportionate. 

We strongly agree that any levy must be limited. As highlighted in the SBPA’s 
submissions to the Committee, the cost estimates included within the Financial 
Memorandum drastically underestimate the financial resources needed to set-up and 
run a Pubs Code and Adjudicator.  
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We propose an alternative, lower cost option which is to utilise the Pubs Governing 
Body and the PIRRS and PICAs processes currently undertaken under the Scottish 
Voluntary Code of Practice with its powers to regulate enforced by the Scottish Pubs 
Code.  

Thresholds: The Bill proposes that the Scottish Pubs Code will apply to all 
pub-owning businesses; in England and Wales the Pubs Code applies to pub-
owning companies who have more than 500 pubs. The Committee heard 
differing views at Stage 1 on whether a threshold should be applied in 
Scotland (see pages 11-13 of the Stage 1 report). 

The Hawthorn position is the Bill should apply to all Pub Operating Businesses 
(POB) irrespective of scale or number of tied pubs operated with no minimum 
qualifying threshold applicable.  This is to ensure a level playing field in the market 
and that all tied pub tenants benefit from the Scottish Pubs Code. This is also the 
only sensible approach given the size of the tied pub sector in Scotland, where only 
17 % of pubs are tied. 

Court appeal process: Stage 1 evidence from the Scottish Courts and Tribunal 
Service noted problems with the appeal process; the member in charge 
indicated that this could be revisited during Stage 2 (page 17 of the Stage 1 
report). 

This is another example of the legislation being unworkable and of the shortcomings 
of the Financial Memorandum accompanying the Bill.  

We propose that a renewed Financial Memorandum is completed which properly 
accounts for the costs involved, this should be completed before the Bill proceeds to 
Stage 3.   

An alternative option is to adopt the lower cost proposal set out above which utilises 
the Pubs Governing Body and the PIRRS and PICAs processes currently 
undertaken under the Scottish Voluntary Code of Practice with its powers to regulate 
enforced by the Scottish Pubs Code. 

Guest beer agreement: consideration of whether any restrictions should be 
placed on the guest beer agreement to help small local producers access the 
market (pages 23-24 of the Stage 1 report). 

In our initial evidence submission to the Committee dated 12th July 2020, we set out 
our position on the Guest beer provision contained in the Bill. Hawthorn has access 
to the whole of the beer supply chain/market and has no Tie to any specific brewer. 
We have negotiated preferential terms with our suppliers, which provide discounts 
for our Partners. 

We also have terms agreed with SIBA (the Society of Independent Brewers), offering 
access to a broad range of local and Scottish Cask Ale brewers.  In addition, we 
have an extensive range of Scottish Cask Ale available through our distribution 
partners C&C.  
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We believe that this provision should be entirely removed from the Bill. 

The Bill as drafted on this matter is poorly written and whilst we understand its 
intention is to provide a route to market for Cask Ale brewers or other smaller 
producers of beer, we believe it does not deliver this. If it is NOT removed altogether 
then it should be amended to limit the guest beer to a small Scottish brewer. 

MRO option: there are differences between the MRO option in England and 
Wales and the proposals for Scotland; consideration of whether the changes 
proposed are proportionate and whether they will address the issues reported 
with the 2015 legislation (pages 20-22 of the Stage 1 report) 

Hawthorn believe that the MRO option element of the Bill should be removed. To 
include this places the continuation of the tied-partnership model in Scotland at risk, 
it would render any investment in tied pubs unworkable as there would be no 
certainty around investment returns given the right, as currently drafted, for tenants 
to trigger an MRO option at any time. 

The England & Wales Pubs Code provides an investment waiver, and should the 
MRO option remain in the Scottish legislation, we would recommend a 7 year waiver 
of MRO.  

It is likely that we will cease to operate a tied-partnership model in Scotland if the 
legislation goes ahead as drafted.  

Clarity on the exact income that tied pub tenants receive. 

It is hard to provide a succinct response as each business is individual. We do 
however work with the tenants to ensure reasonable and sustainable levels of return.  

A tied tenant runs their own business. The business plan on entering the tied 
tenancy, is modelled based on RICS guidelines on a reasonably efficient operator 
running the business. That model will calculate a rent based on a gross profit 
achieved by the actual price list charged by the pub company (therefore taking into 
account the fact that the beer price may be more than a free of tie operator) less the 
costs of running the business and will take a share of that “divisible balance” as rent, 
usually 50%. We would consider, on this approach, that a reasonable return would 
be no less than £25k net profit available for the tenant but there is no “fixed” return.  

We have provided further detail on this point within Appendix 1 to assist the 
committee.  

Reasons for the divergence of views of tied pub tenants on the need for the 
Bill. 

Hawthorn have found no evidence that our Tied pub tenants support this Bill.  Many 
of them submitted responses to the Committee at stage 1 and engaged with their 
MSPs ahead of the Stage 1 vote asking them not to vote for the Bill.  From the 
Partnership survey conducted during COVID-19 lockdown in June 2020, 97% of our 
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Pub Partners stated the support provided by Hawthorn met or exceeded their 
expectations.  

Hawthorn have signed up to and fully supports the existing Voluntary Code of 
Practice in Scotland and firmly believe this affords suitable protection and rights to 
our Tied pub tenants.  However not all Landlords of Tied pubs have signed up to the 
Voluntary Code and this has created a divergence in support and governance 
afforded to Tied pub tenants across Scotland.   

Our view is that the existing Voluntary code is sufficient to protect tenants and this 
should form the basis for the Scottish Pubs Code which must apply to all tenants of 
all Tied pubs irrespective of size and scale of their Landlords business. It should be 
noted that 6 pub companies ascribe to the voluntary code and we have seen no 
evidence that this code is not ensuring the protection of tenant and landlord 
interests.  

We have not seen current evidence from a credible sample size that there are major 
issues requiring this legislation from existing tied tenants. The evidence relied on by 
the proponents of the legislation was from 2016 and from a CAMRA survey from 6 
years ago and covered small sample sizes. Indeed, the Scoping Study in 2016 
concluded that legislation was not required.  Any written submissions to the 
Committee were overwhelmingly against legislation and written submissions 
supporting the legislation appear to be the exception.  

It would be worth further evidence gathering with clarity on whether tenants were tied 
to a pub company who had signed up to the Voluntary Code. 

The level of investment put on hold due to the pandemic.  

Following a strategic review of our Scottish pub estate, we continue to make 
selective investments in our Scottish pubs to help prepare them for a post COVID-19 
reopening whenever that may be.  

Given the current threat of the Tied Pubs Legislation we will only invest where we 
can convert a Tied pub to an alternative Managed operating model.  We are not 
granting any long-term agreements to ensure our business is protected. This is 
reducing security of tenure for our tied-tenants and potentially undermining the 
sector and the opportunity for entrepreneurial tenants who seek the low-cost entry 
model of a tied pub when capital is in short supply due to the economic dislocation of 
the pandemic.  

The legislation as currently drafted renders the Tied Pubs model unviable for Pub 
Companies. Hawthorn will, if the legislation is not fundamentally redrafted, seek to 
move all tied pubs onto a Managed Operating Model. This will limit the access to 
operating a pub for self-employed Partners and aspiring entrepreneurs, especially 
young people who would otherwise find it challenging to own and operate a pub as 
their own business. 

Support received by non-tied pub tenants from their landlords during the 
pandemic. 
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Our Scottish pub portfolio consists of 92 Leased and Tenanted community pubs. Of 
these, 20% (18 pubs) are Leased and Tenanted with a Free of Tie agreement and 
we have provided the same level of support to all our tenants during the pandemic 
as it is the right thing to do.  We have detailed the support provided in Appendix 2.  
The ever-shifting rules around restrictions and varying tiers throughout Scotland has 
resulted in a support package tailored on a pub-by-pub basis but rent reductions 
have varied from between 80% and 95% across all our Estate.  

Hawthorn has been able to take this approach through our dedicated team of 
Business Development Managers based in Scotland who deliver a range of support 
to each Tied pub tenant.  Should Free of Tie agreements become a larger portion of 
our estate because of the Scottish Pubs Code and the MRO clause specifically we 
would need to review the number employed in this team. 

Through Industry forums we understand other private pub companies/Landlords 
have continued to charge their Free of Tie Tenants full rent during the pandemic.   

Whether an MRO option is applicable in other sectors, and if so, what impact 
has it had. 

We are unaware of any other sector which includes an MRO-option or an equivalent 
provision that effectively allows one party to unilaterally break their contract at any 
time. This is a significant intervention into the market which is entirely unjustified and 
raises legal questions. 

This is a detailed response to the questions you have raised, and we would welcome 
the opportunity to discuss matters further. 

In conclusion, given the passage of this legislation through Stage 1 we would now 
strongly encourage you to create workable legislation by enshrining the Scottish 
Voluntary Code into the Tied Pubs Bill. That will ensure a level playing field for the 
Tied pub sector and result in workable legislation, which will not undermine our 
Sector and its ability to survive. 
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Appendix 1 

Rent Assessment Proposal template, which is prepared in line with RICS guidance, 
each proposal is signed off by a Hawthorn member of RICS.  This is the rent 
assessment recommended by the voluntary code to ensure a fair level of profit for 
tied tenants.  
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The actual costs incurred by the pub are used in the Rent Assessment where known 
or are assessed using BBPA guidelines 

http://beerandpub.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Running-a-pub-2019-cost-guide-
for-tenants-1.pdf 

The BBPA cost guides are benchmarked and updated annually to help tenants and 
pub companies assess costs where actual costs may not be known. 

It should be noted that actual costs incurred, and income generated can differ from 
the rent assessment to what a Tenant experiences.  The impact of a specific 
Tenants operating model (i.e., operates the pub themselves or employs a manager 
to run it for them) can make a significant impact on Tenants profit.  Some examples 
are: 

 The rent assessment for a small community local pub trading at £4,000 per 
week excluding VAT, would assess staff wages (excluding any operators 
wage as this is taken from net profit) would be £623 per week. If the operator 
decides to run another business/pub (as can be common) and pay someone 
else a salary to manage the pub for them an additional salary cost of £300 per 
week would apply thus reducing the pubs net profit by £12,000 per year. 
Conversely, they may choose to employ fewer staff and save £300 per week 
from the staff wage bill and make an additional £12,000 per year of net profit.  
These choices are the operators to make. 
 

 The rent assessment of a food led pub where televised sport is not 
fundamental to the offer would not include the cost of a full satellite television 
package. If an operator decides to add satellite TV such as Sky, without the 
relevant increase in income, there will be a negative impact on net profit. For 
satellite TV to breakeven (if the annual cost is £10,000) they would need to 
generate additional sales of £24,000 per annum based on a gross profit 
margin of 50%.  Again, these choices are the operators to make and 
Hawthorn should not be penalised by having to offer a lower rent in return. 
 

 A pub with a catering kitchen where food should be a part of the pubs offer 
will have income and associated costs included in the rent assessment.  If the 
operator after taking on the business decides not to provide a food offer, then 
they will not have the benefit of the sales, costs, or profit that that kitchen 
could generate. This is a choice that the pub company cannot influence or be 
accountable for, the opportunity is there, and a reasonably efficient operator 
would be expected to utilise it. 
 

The above examples demonstrate how each Tenant influences the pubs profitability 
which is within their control or influence and shows just how impractical it is for 
Hawthorn to offer any guarantee of profit.  

 

 

 

 

  

http://beerandpub.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Running-a-pub-2019-cost-guide-for-tenants-1.pdf
http://beerandpub.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Running-a-pub-2019-cost-guide-for-tenants-1.pdf
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Appendix 2 

Hawthorn has committed that no Partner will come out of lockdown with a rent 
deficit, and we have provided to date over £1.1m of financial support to Partners in 
Scotland, covering rent concessions, a Hawthorn support grant, covered stock 
losses, additional maintenance support, training, PPE, and additional Marketing 
support. 

In addition, our Business Development Managers have provided emotional, 
wellbeing and moral support with the average number of Partner contacts since 
lockdown began of 22 contacts per pub providing a total of 935 hours of support 
collectively.   

We have continued to offer other levels of emotional and wellbeing support by 
involving Partners in a national step challenge to help them feel part of the wider 
Hawthorn family, this raised money for charity, helped to improve personal fitness 
levels and mental wellbeing.   

At Christmas we sent all our Partners a wellbeing pack to help them through what 
should have been their busiest time of the year whilst they had to remain closed.  

A summary of some of the support we have provided is: 

The rent support in our Scottish pubs is more than £1m including not charging our 
Partners any rent for the months of July and August 2020 so they could focus on 
getting their business back up and running post the initial lockdown. 

We continue to invest in the provision of additional marketing collateral to support 
our Partners to execute a message of safety and reassurance to our customers.  
This has been conducted in several phases:  

 Phase 1 (initial lockdown) at an average cost of £95 per pub, totalling £8740. 
 Phase 2 (post lockdown) at an average cost of £80 per pub, totalling £6800. 

 

We provided our pubs with PPE support including masks and hand sanitiser, again 
in two phases to date: 

 Phase 1 (initial lockdown) at an average cost of £100 per pub, totalling 
£9200. 

 Phase 2 (post lockdown) at an average cost of £120 per pub, totalling 
£10,200. 

 

The support given on training, to help Partners with risk assessments, templates and 
what to do as they come out of lockdown at an average cost of £150 per pub totalling 
£12,750. 

We have given match funding to improve outdoor space, provide additional indoor 
seating and aid COVID-19 compliance in 8 pubs so far totalling £25,201   

Support and help on obtaining grant funding, how to work within the Tiers/Levels as 
restrictions have flexed along with ideas and assistance on supporting their local 
com 


